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Belt Dressing Spray 
 

 
 

 
 

suitable for highly-stressed power-transmission belts 

WEICON Belt Dressing Spray is a transparent belt coating based on 

synthetic elastomers for the most diverse types of heavily stressed 

drive belts. 

It increases the service life, prolongs the durability of machines 

and systems, prevents belt slip, transmits the full drive capacity, 

eliminates and prevents squeaking, penetrates deep into pores, 

increases the effectiveness of the tensile strength, increases 

friction and promotes adhesion, prevents static charging, ensures 

suppleness and protects against ageing. 

Belt Dressing Spray is suitable for many different types of belts 

made from all common materials such as fabric, leather, rubber  

or PVC. It can be used for V-belts, link belts, drive belts, flat   

belts, round belts, toothed belts, transmission belts, ribbed belts  

or conveyor belts. 

WEICON Belt Dressing Spray is particularly suited for all types    

of drive belts in machines, aggregates, compressors, pumps, 

generators, conveyors, mills, pillar drills, and cooling units. The 

product can be used in many industrial sectors. 

Safety and health 

When using WEICON products, the physical, safety technical, 

toxicological and ecological data and regulations in our EC safety 

data sheets (www.weicon.com) must be observed. 

 
 
 

Available sizes: 

11511400 Belt Dressing Spray 400 ml 

 
Technical Data 

Odour mineral oil 
 

Storage stability 24 months 

Colour colourless 
 

Temperature resistance -40 to +80 °C 

 
 

Processing 

Spray in sufficient quantity onto the part to be treated and allow to 

react. If necessary, wipe off with a clean cloth. Repeat process as 

required. Avoid contact with plastic and varnished surfaces. 
 

Storage 

Pressurized container: protect from sunlight and do not expose to 

temperatures exceeding +50°C. 

 

 
Note 

The specifications and recommendations given in this technical data sheet must not be seen as guaranteed product characteristics. They are based on our laboratory tests and on practical experience. Since individual application 
conditions are beyond our knowledge, control and responsibility, this information is provided without any obligation. We do guarantee the continuously high quality of our products. However, own adequate laboratory and practical 

tests to find out if the product in question meets the requested properties are recommended. A claim cannot be derived from them. The user bears the only responsibility for non-appropriate or other than specified applications. 
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